rcsemoir performance and characterization, must become a proccas of the past. Such efforts do not optimize reservoir dcvclop- q Limited data availabilityand poor data quality Infill drilling operations only need target arcaa of the reservoir which will bc economically successful. If rhc most productive areas of a reservoir can bc accurately identified by combining the results of geologic, pctrophysical, reservoir pcrformancc, and pressure transient analyses, then this "integrated"approach can be used to optimize reservoir pcrforrnancc during sccondruyand tertiary rccovcry operations without resorting to "blanket" infill drilling methods. Ncw and emerging technologies such as cross-borehole tomography, gcostatistical modeling, and rigorous decline type curve analysis can be used to quantify reservoir qurdityand the degree of Rcfcrcrtccsand illustrations at cnd of paper in"~rwellcommunication. 'fheac results can be used to develop ã .D &-m~!abQn_rnodelfor prediction of infill locations. III lhk work, we will demonstrate the application of reservoir surveillance techniques to identify additional reservoir "pay" zones, and to monitor pressure and preferential fluid movement in the reservoir. These techniques are: long-term production and injection data analysis, pressure transient analysis, and advanced open and cased hole well log analysis. The major contribution of this paper is our summary of cost effective reservoir characterizationand managementtools that will be helpful to both independent and major operators for the optimal development of heterogeneous, low pcrrncability carbonate rescrQi~Such as the Now _R@crtson (C!earfork) Unit.
-.. --.+ ------INTRODUCTION There arc many complicated factors that will affect the successful implementation of infill drilling programs in hetcrogcncous, low permeability carbonate reservoirs such as the Clcarfork/Gloncta of west Texas. Before wc began this project, we conducted an extensive literature review to gain a better understanding of tic producibility problems we face at the North Robertson Unit (NRU). Fortunately, these reservoirs have a long producing histow and there is a large quantity of useful data available from case studies for prim~, secondary, and tertiary operations in the Clear'fork and other analogous reservoirs. In a 1974 case study conccming watcrflooding operations at the Denver (San Andrea) Unit, Ghaun, et afl gave valuable insights concerning reservoir discontinuity, injector-producer conformance, and the effect of reservoir quality on reservoir sweep efficiency. Poor reservoir rock quality and the cxistcncc of discontinuous pay between injection and producing wells resulted in a recommendation to reduce nominal WCI1 spacing from 40 acres to 20 acres. An outcrop study on the San Andrcs was performed to verify rcservou discontinuity. Injection wells were completed and stimulated preferentially in an effort to flood only the continuous layers of the reservoir. The original peripheral injection design was convcrmd to inverted tic-spot paucms in an effort to decrease the amount of water chrmnclingand early water breakthrough via the most~nncablc members. In 1976, Stilcs2 summarized the difficulties encountered in water An Intemted Geolozic irndEngineering Reservoir Characterizationof the North Robertson (Clearfork) UniC iPE 29594 A Case Study, Part 1 flooding npcrations at the Fullerton (Clcarfork) Unit. The author noted lhat increasing the injection rate would never result in an equal response at the producing WCIIS.The concept of "pseudo fill-up" was introduced 10 cxpiain that SiihotigitRSCittii fiii-ii, ay occur in LhC rnOSt pcrmcablc or continuous layers of the reservoir, a large gas saturation still existed in the poorer quality reservoir rock. For this reason, the theoretical maximum producing rate would never be achicvcd without con~cting tie discontinuous areas through infill drilling. A statistical study was performed to quantify reservoir continuity as a function of interwell distance on the basis of continuous and discontinuous reservoir layers. Stiles maintained that injection pressures above the parting pressure of the formation was required in order to maintain acceptable injection rates in the reservoir. In a 1978 review of WCS1 Texas carbonate reservoir watcrflooding operations,George and StilcsJ outlined their recommendationsfor optimizing waterflood operations in the Means (San Andrcs), Fullcrlon (Clcarfork), and Robertson (Clcarfork) Units. These authors stressed the importance of infill drilling and pattern modification to ovcrcomc pay rock stratification, and the need for continuous interaction bctwccrr geologists and cnginccrs in order 10 produce a program of optimal reservoir development and depletion. A "rock-log" model was formulated for the Robertson (Clcarfork) using a limited amount of core data and old gamma ray/neutron logs that were available field-wide. Original oil-in-place (OOIP) was calculated by both volumetric and matcriat balance methods. The authors pointed out that the ratio of material balance OOIP to volumetric OOIP should yield a qualitative rncasurc of reservoir continuity since the material balance calculationonly considers intcrvats that arc continuous or cffcctivcly completed, while the volumetric calculationconsiders all "pay"quality reservoir rock. George and Stiles provided a method to identify "ftoodable" pay, which was diffcrcntiatcd from continuous pay on the basis of the most probable geometry of a continuous layer between an injection and producing well. Obviously, the amount of floodable pay in the reservoir was aiways siightiy icss than the mnoiirli of coiltinuous pay, and both could be optimized through intlll drilling. The authors concluded that floodablc pay must be continuous bctwccn injection and producing WCIIS, bc injection supported, and be cffcctivcly completed at the producing well. In a 1980 summary of work completed at the Denver (San Andrcs) Unit, Ghauri4 outtincd the importance of integrated geologic and engineering studies in the dcvclopmcnt of the Wasson (San Andrcs) field from primary through tertiary depletion. The author goes into great detail describing the proccsscs that were utilized to incrcasc sweep cfficicncy, optimize completion and stimulation proccdurcs, and improve WCII conforrnancc. The design and installation of automated artificial lift systems arc also highlighted. Barber, et a~provided a case study in 1983 describing infill drilling results in nine carbonate and clastic reservoirs in Texas, Oklahoma, and Illinois. This work resulted in an cxtrcmciy important observation regarding the affect of rcduccd well spacing on pay continuity. Using data for 20-acre wells in the Means (San Andres) UniL a 4 pcrccnt increase in pay continuity was *----4-A ...k.." ..n...ml.ml..-e~immwiac rofillrfift !Q lo~~~c~. t. A~LXLU4 W1lU1l llu1lllllaI c.pati.., However, after pay continuity was rccatculatcd on the basis of 10-acrc welt data, it was found that the actual pay continuity incmasc M i4 p~rccnL The authors noted that past observations regarding additional recovery from injill wells made prior to drilling were probably extremely pessimistic.
In 1987, Barbc and Schnocbclcnb summarized tic results of an aggressive infill drilling program in the Robertson (Clcarfork) Unit. The authors found that obstacles associated with poor reservoir continuity in hclcrogcncous, low permeability carbonate r~scrvoirs could only be overcome through infill drilling on a rcduccd nominat wctl spacing. I
In addition, performance data arratysisand pressure trrrnsicnttest results indicated a roughly cast-west directional permeability or fraclurc orientation. This will be the most likely direction of prcf-..fi.~;.l . Wireline formation test results showed that individual Iaycrs had widely different formation pressures, indicating a lack of vertical .. . .. con~m~y w~fin h~e~i~fl~rk.
A further conclusion was made regarding the best locations for the infill WC1lS. Barbe and Schnocbclcn found that the best 10-acre and 20-acre producers were in the same anms as the best 40-acre producers, which indicates that the identification of areas of high quality reservoir rock is perhaps more important than finding the areas of poor reservoir continuity when dwiding on infill WCII locations. The primary objcctivc of our work is not to explain the concepts behind the initiation of a successful waterflood and subsequent infill drilling program for hctcrogcneous, low permeability carbonate reservoirs as this has been effectively discussed in the literature.l~Rather, wc will usc the tools discussed in our work to aid in our analyses, and wc will introduce new and existing technologies that can bc economically implemented by all operators. Exarnplcs of these technologiesinclude:
1. .
2.
3.
4.

5.
Formulation of a "rock-log"model to identify the highest quality pay intervals using availableopen hole well log data for the extrapolation of core propccdcafrom a limited number of wells. Calculation of total and movable fluid volumes and estimation of formation flow characteristicsusing a rigorous dcclinc type curve method for the analysis of readily available oil production data. Low-cost acquisition and analysisof pressure falloff data from injection wells using surface pressure gauges. Development of spatkd relationshipsfor reservoir
across the Unit using gcostatisticaltechniques. Performing 3-D reservoir simulation for history matching, inffli drilling dcvclopmcntforecasting, and validation. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND The NRU is located in Gaines County, Texas in the northern part of the Ccntrat Basin PlaUorm of the Permian Basin (Fig. 1) . The producing horizons arc the Glorieta and Clcarfork Formations (referred to as the Upper and Lower Clcarfork). The hydrocarbon bearing interval extends from the top of the GIoneta to the base of tic Lower Clcarfork, between the correlative depths of approximately 5,870-7,440 fccL The NRU project area of 5,633 acres contains a total of 259 wells as of January, 1995. This includes 144 active producing wells, 109 active injection WC1lS and 6 water supply wells. For the purposes of this study, the Unit has been divided into three predemonstration study areas (PDSA) as shown in ing waterflood and infdl drilling operationsto reduce normnal well spacing from 40 acres to 20 acres. At the time of unitization, oil production from the Unit area was approximately 670 STWD, with a GOR of 1,550 scf/STB, and water production of 500 BW/D. Secondary rccovc~operations were initiated after unitization and in conjunction with infii drilling. Most of the 20-acre infill drilling was completed between unitization and the cnd of 1991. The relevant fluid, formation, and production data are S}'E29594 L.E. Doublet, P.K. Pande, M.B. Clark, J.W. Nevrms, and T.A. Blasingame 3 shown in Table 1 . The cumulative produccciand injcctccifluid v~iurn~~a-c swnnlarizd below. Fig. 3 the Unit (Fig. 4) . This development of the geologic model iniud~the depositional setting and variability, depositional environments, diagcnctic cffccta~lithological variadons, cffcctS of pore systcm geometry, physicaf pro~fi~.~d na~~fractu~. Duc to the lack of conventional core (a common problem in older reservoirs), there was a need 10 develop a unit-wide geological/pctrophysicaf model so that individurd rock types could be identified on the basis of well log responses in areas where core was not available. The rock-log model that was developed is baaed on the petrophysical and M.hologicalstudy of 4,600 feet of whole core from eight WCIIS in the NRU. This work involved detailed scdimcntologic observations of the whole core, thin-scc-[ien~na!y~c~, x-ray diffraction (XRD), special core analYsis (SCAL), and pore geometry investigations using scanning electron microscope (SEM) image analysis. The relationships between pore volumes and pore throats lravc been quantified by direct measurements of pore casts. Quantitative rock type porosity-permeability relationships were established in order to identify the most attractive pay intervals. The distribution of pay rock types in individual WC1lS has been calculated and will be used to gcncratc interwelf reservoir quality maps using geostatisticaf methods. The results will then be used to describe the reservoir for 3-D simulation. leached which has resulted in the development of intcrcrystalline porosity. Periods of leaching and dissolution arc probably related to sea lCVC1 fluctuations and predate diagcncticdolomitization. Tbc dolomitization may bc explained by ncomorpho~tion of syndcpositional aragonitc (high-magnesium calcite) cement which lined fcncstral pores. The fcncstral fabric is representative of supratidal and intertidal facies. The calcite ccmcnt was subsequently dolomitizcd. Pore Geometry Reservoir qualily and continuity arc dominated by variations in pore gcomcKy.7 Reservoir rocks having equal values of total porosity may have significantly diffcrerii p~imeabiiity, iF3iAW2 permeability, and irreducible fluid saturation characteristics. These discrepancies arc a result of changes in pore structure caused by variations in pore type, size, and throat size.a,g Extreme varialion in pore geometry is characteristic of hclcrogcncous, low pcmmabilily carbonate reservoirs such as the Clcarfork/GloncLa. Pore types were quantitatively dctincd for tic available core using pore cast studies and scanning electron microscope (SEM) image analysis on the basis OR q Matrix/porearrangement and intcrcomcction in two and tbrcc dimensions Pore gcomclrics arc classified by shape as triangular, irregular, polyhedral and tetrahedral. Primary intcrparticlc porosity has triangular pores and tbc vuggy porosity is dcscribcd as being irregular (and sometimes elongated). The triangular pores arc generally WC1l intcrconncctcd and arc typical of the grainstonc reservoir facies. The irregular pores arc lypical of dissolution porosiiy and rdthough porosity values maybe high relative to triangular pores, intcrconncctivityis usually relatively poor resulting in lower reservoir rock quality. On the basis of these analyses, seven unique pore types were identified for usc in rock typing. Their characteristics arc summarized in Table 2 .
Rock Typing
A total of eight rock types have been identified of which four have reservoir potcntird(one being limcatoncand wa~r -g).
Rock types have been identified on the basis of volume proportions of pore types and unique lithological characteristics. The rcIative volume proportions of each of the seven pore types in each rock type are shown in Fig. 10 . Average core values for porosity, permeability, and estimated rccovcry efficiency are presented for each of the eight rock types in Table 3 . Recovery efficiency was estimated using the mclhods outilned by Wardlaw and Cassan10 on the basis of the pore arrangement, coordination number, and aspect ratio. Low aspect ratios and high coordination numbers typically result in good reservoir sweep efficiency. Rock types 1 and 2 make up the primary reservoir "pay"intervals at the NRU. These rock types consist of coarsely crystalline dolostones that differ in terms of their pore geometries. These rocks generally correspond to subtidal sandflats, grainstone shoals, and open shelf depositional environments. Rock types 3 and 4 may bc productive in certain areas, but fOrthe most pm they arc considered non-resen'oir rock. These rocks are finely crystalline dolostones that have different pore geometries and .....11.. n~m~.~fintit~CIIII atidal tidal fla~and restricted lagoon u~bally~u,, wpu..u .V~w=r-.-., .-. -----.----------depaitional environments. Rock type 5 is limestone and waterbearing. From the standpoint of oil production, the best reservoir rock is rock type 1, which consists primarily of grainstones and has some primary porosity preserved (average core porosity is approximately 5.4 percent). Coordination numbers and aspect ratios are less favorable than for the other reservoir quality rock types (2,3, and 5). However, the intcrconnectibility is much more favorable, resulting in good fluid flow potential (average com permeabilityis approximately 5.5 red). The less favorable reservoir rock types have generally low coordination numbers and high aspect ratios reflecting relatively poor flow potentials. The non-reservoir rock types (rock types 6, 7,~d 8) we ==n-.:-11.. :...--,..l.la
Llllpel lllGaulG~llu -a,, "w~u..oaww. -.W-e banicrs. The presence of these rock types is a signikrmt factor in the ICVCI of reservoir hcterogcncity and compartmentalization. Knowledge of the distribution of these non-reservoir rock types is esscntird to the successful implementation and operation of secondary and tertiary rccovcry programs. Irregular porosity development and the abundance of small pot hroats in the Glorieta/Clcarfork result in poor reservoir continuity, directional permeability and fracture trends, as well as poor sweep efficiency during secondary and tertiary recovery operations. These same characteristics suggest that infiil drilling on a reduced spacing and a vigilant reservoir survci.llanccprogram are required.
Special Core Analysis
In order to accurately model reservoir flow conditions, we need representative rock-fluid interaction data. The present capillary pressure and relative permeability data sets will be augmented with additional data from proposed infill wells. The initial~~i y~~have h~l~d idenbf~which rock t~PMwill & imporhllt w]th regard to reservoir producing mechanisms, as well as the rock types that will act as barriers to flow. This data will be used as initial input data for reservoir simulation, as well as being a guide for future data acquisition.
A total of twenty-four core plugs from two WC1lS (NRU 207 and 3522) were used to gcncratc mercury-air capillary pressure S.PE29594
L.E. Doublet, P.K. Pande, M.B. Clark, J.W. Nevans, and T.A. Blasingame 5 CUKVCS. These data clcarly show significant differences in the displacement chmc@rklics ofticwmoifrockty~. Although these data arc from WC1lS in areas of the Unit with the highest dcgrcc of reservoir continuity, wc can make some qualitative interpretationsregarding reservoir quality and productiordinjcction potential as a function of rock type. The capillary pressure curves for rock type 1 arc shown in Fig. 11 . u&~g~h~rn~thnds nrcscntcd by
Thomccr,ll the data have been -----~._L_.... intcrprctcd as hyperbolic functions in order to estimate composite averages of pore throat radius, minimum entry pressure, and the relative amount of incffcctivc porosity (porosity occupied by mercury at injection pressures cxcecding 500 psia) for each rock type. The results arc summarized in Table 4 . On average, rock type 1 again appears to bc the primary reservoir rock with the largest pore throat radius, the lowest entry pressure, and the least amount of incffcctivc porosity. Rock types 2 and 5 arc moderate quality reservoir rocks, and rock types 3 and 4 appear to have limited reservoir potential duc to their smaller pore throat radii and large percentage of ineffective porosity. Rock type$ 6,7, and 8 can be charactcrimd as flow barriers in the reservoir.
, ...
The oit/water relative permeability data were taken at various water saturations on twelve core samples from a single well in the Unit (NRU 3522). Relative permeability curves for rock type 1 arc shown in Fig. 12 . These results confirmed that rock types 1 and 2 arc the primary pay rocks in the reservoir. From the limited data available, rock type 1 has a comparatively lower irreducible water saturation and lower entry pressure, however, the prcdictcd residuat oil saturation appears to bc cxtrcmcly high. The planned acquisition and anatysis of additional data will give us the opportunity to further study the relative permeability characteristics of the various rock types.
Rock-Log Model
TIM~~icctivc nf tic rock-!q rnodcl work is LO facilitate the delineation~~-r-~;;o;~flo-w-units. Eight rock types have been identified of which only three can bc truly classified as potential oilproducing pay (one of which is limestone and water wet). The need for a reservoir model that has field-wide applicationis csscntiat as ordy a limited number of wctls in the NRU have been cored in the Gloricta/ClcarforkFormations. As a whole, there was no simple, direct relationship between core porosity and core permeability (Fig. 13) . However, when the data were segregated by rock types gcncratcd from core an~ys[s, the relationship between porosity and pcrmcabiiity became Eurly unique and simple linear relations could be used to define the permeability on the basis of porosity (Fig. 14) . If reservoir rock types can bc defined using core data, then the same porosity/permeability relationship should also apply for wireline log data, and the model can bc extended throughout the Unit to all wctls with the rquisitc well log data.
Our rock-log model rquircs the fot.towingmodcm wireline logs:
q Gamma ray (GR) q Bomholccaliper Sonic and Microlatcrologs would have been extremely useful in isolating "pay" rock types, however, these WCIIlogs were run with insufticicnt frqucncy to bc used. The rock-log model was formulated to take advantage of the large amount of modcm WCII log data (123 welts) that was available due to the completion of a 20-acre post-unitization infill drilling program bctwccn 1987 and 1991. A type log for NRU Well 207 is -L-----:-l-,-*e snuwn m rig, 12.
'---I ncsc int)rkm 'w-~ii i~g sttitt~Sikl'wfOra RIG= comprehensive evaluation of formation properties than would be possible using older porosityhesistivity well log suites. The wells drilled prior to unitization do not have the requisite well log suites to apply the model. However, since there is usuaJlyan abundance of older wireline log data for many fields such as Nofih Robertson Unit, we note that these well logs should yield an cxtrcmcly good rock-log model if the welt log data arc properly intcrprctcd. All of this, with little additional expenditure for the operator. The wiretine log data has been corrcctcd for wellbore environment, normalized on the basis of core porosity and the average porosity across the inteml of interest (when required), and depth shifted. Rock types 1-4 are differentiated from rock types 5-8 on the basis of apparent matrix density, apparent photoelectric capture cross-section, gamma ray response, and lithology ( Fig.  16 ). The primary reservoir rock types can then be further delineated using a crossplot of apparent porosity versus the calculated cementation factor. Pcmneabilityis calculated using a lithology-corrected crossplot porosity and the core-derived permeability-porosityrelationshipsfor each particular rock type.
ity, pcrrneability, and rock type in both cored wells, and noncorcd wells which have the necessary well log suites. The intrawcll rock type, porosity, and permeability data can then be extended to an interwell basis using geostatistical simulation, and reservoir quality maps can be gcncratcd.
Reservoir Layering
The formulation of a rock-log model has provided us a mechanism to identify parlicutar flow units, which may consist of one or more rock types, and which may be related to their respective depositional environments. It is worth noting that rock types are usually not unique to a particular depositional envir~nrn~n[.~.~w~ni~~~r~d~s~LMIl~nuQuS~d reflect a high degree of reservoir compartmentalization and heterogeneity both laterally and verticatty. 
the following studies:
q Scdimentologic descriptions of 4,600 feet of whole rock cores from eight WCIIS q X-ray diffraction of core samples for mineralogy and
q Pore geometry analysis by SEM and pore cast studies q Special core analysisfor the determinationof relative permeabilityand capilhy pressurecharacteristicsfor each rock type q Dcvclopmcntof a rock-log model to determineporosity and permeabilityrelationshipsunique to each rock type The Glorieta/Clcarfork Formations (approximately 1,200 feet gross thickness) have been iaycrcd into i6 stratigraphic units (Fig. 17) . Further work may necessitate the definition and recognition of additional units. Each of these stratigraphic units (potential flow units) arc bounded by potcntiaJcross-flow baniers that are thought to bc representative of a sabkha or supratidal depositional environment (the culmination of a shoaling upward, fifth order cycle ranging from approximately50 feet to 200 feet in total thickness). These cycles have been identified within the whole cores and in some instances have gamma ray WC1l log responses that are characteristic of various rock types. These boundaries arc time-defined (isochronous), and the resulting depositional packages within the stratigraphic units are therefore contemporaneous in nature. Thtxc units have an origin related to rapid and frequent custatic (sea level) changes on a carbonate shelf or platform that was cssentialty featureless or without any significant topography. Therefore, small changes in eustacy An Integrated Geologic and EngineeringReservoirCharacterizationof the North Robertson (Clearfork) UniL SPE 29594 A Case Study, Prnt I pro(hrccdhighly cyclic squcnccs. These parasqucnces arc carboniitc-domirtatcdwith insignificantclastic influences. Swucturc maps have been constructed for the top of each stratigraphic unit, and have been observed to stack. Isopachs have also been made for each unit 10ascertain where changes in shclfal accommodation for sediments has occurred. The relative distributions of potential reservoir rock types (1,2,3, and 5) and non-reservoir rock types (4, 6, 7, and 8) for each stratigraphic unit will be dctcrmincd by predictive facies analysis. This invo!vcs showing the distribution of a particular reservoir rock as a function OC q Total thickness of reservoir rocldtotal thicknessof reservoir and non-reservoir rock q Thickness of a particul~reservoir rock lypc.hotal thickness of non-reservoir and reservoir rock.
q Thickness of a particular reservoir rock typdtotal tiickncss of all reservoir rocks There should bc a relationship(s) bctwccn the sedimentaccommodation indicated by the rcsptitivc stratigraphic unit isopachs and lhc distribution(s) of the various reservoir rock types. There should also bc a corrcspom!cncc bclwccn the occurrence of the reservoir rock types and the areas of iite RXTtOii "with good r~scrvoir performance and intcrconncctivity as per the reservoir performance maps (in particular, the distribution of reservoir Rock Type 1, the most favorable reservoir rock). .AdditiQn~!y,LNMCd on the rock-log model, M and @ maps will also bc constructed for each strati~raphic unit There should be some very disccmiblc cormspondcncc between the distribution of the reservoir rocks types, porosity, and permeability distribution(s) within the interval isopachs and the reservoir performance maps. The results from this work arc forthcoming and will bc incorporated within the gcostatistical analysis of tic reservoir. Areas that have been qualitatively evaluated as very favorable, favorable and unfavorable for infill drilling will then bc quantified. This quantification will involve assessing the merits of respective areas of the reservoir for infill drilling on the basis of the relative probability y of success i.e., the qualitative geologic evaluation for relative success of infill drilling will k quanticd and uneconomicblanket drilling in the lCSSfavorable areas of the reservoir will hopefully be clirninatcd.
Pay Continuity Analysis
The quantification of pay continuity based on 20-acre well log data is in progress. Although reservoir continuity will vary for individual WCIISdepending upon the direction in which the correlations arc made, this is still an effective tool for the evaluation of pay continuity, as WCI1 as locating the best areas for infdl drilling. A study based on 40-acre WC1l log data was performed prior to unitization on thirty-nine WCIIS in Sections 5, 325, and 329 using methods introduced by Stiles.2 Prior case studics2,Sindicate that the analysis of the existing 20-acre, and future 10-acre WC1l data will show that the actual reservoir continuity is less than that prc-,,. dicica morn 40-aCrc 'wdi iUt~iySk,~itd M by itXiWhg 'Wii spacing to 10 acres wc will be contacting a much Iargcr volume of the reservoir. This 40-acre continuity data, and the estimated rcsuhs of 20-and 10-acre WCI1 analyses are shown in Fig. 18 .
CROSS-BOREHOLE TOMOGRAPHY
The objccrivc of the cross-borehole tomography work is to obtain intcrwcUdata conccming the spatial variability of formation propcrtie.s,reservoir structure, and reservoir hctcrogcncity. The crossborchole seismic tcchniquc has promise since it provides a mechanism for tmdcrstandingthe physical scale of the i.nrcrwcll vertical and lateral continuity. This geophysical information can bc used with gcostatistical studies to formulate an integrated reservoir description, and provides an additional method for choosing optimum infill drilling locations, as WC1l as a method for monitoring flood fronts during secondary and tertiary recovery operations.12 Reservoir analysis utilizing data from cores and well logs is incomplete since it does not include enough information concern@g properties bclwccn individual WC1lS.Pressure transient testing only considers portions of the reservoir that arc in communication with the wellbore, but will not adequately delineate reservoir heterogeneities and flow barriers. Cross-borehole seismic data is acquired by physically lowering seismic source and receiver arrays down wellbores via electric wireline and recording waves reflected off reservoir interwell facies that possess varying acoustical impedance properties. The use of cross-borehole seismic results in higher resolution images than are possible using surface seismic since the distances over which the acoustic waves must travel are shorter, resulting in less wave attenuation and allowing for the usc of a broader range of bandwidths for interpretation.13
Seismic Travel Time Tomography Approach
Seismic travel time tomography has been in use for several years.lz-lc Seismic energy transmitted through the formation is expressed in terms of a source-to-rc=ivcr travel time and inverted to a velocity ticld representation of the formation. 1-~F~. *fihnvn 9 cllffirient nnmk.r of rav oaths for inversion tO
the velocity field, many combinations of sourcekceiver pairs arc recorded. The rccorciing acsign is based on RISCifWii eoiiditkrtts and imaging requirements. A schematic diagram of the tomographic data acquisition operation is shown in Fig, 19 . An ex-. recorded between NRU wells 207 and 403 is shown in Fig. 20 . Seismic travel time inversion tomography measures changes in velocity between the wells, for which the relationship of rock properties to velocity is the principle concern. A decrease in velocity is expected with an increase in porosity (higher fluid content).
Completed and Planned Tomography A cross-well tomography survey using NRU wells 207 and 403 was completed during July, 1994. A future survey is planned for pre-demonstration study area (?DSA) III of tie Unit using NRU wells 3522, 3511, and 3528 (Fig. 21) . One reason these areas were chosen is that fuHy cored wells are available as control points for data analysis (NRU wells 207 and 3522). Survey parameters on the completed survey on NRU 207 (Receiver Array) and NRU 403 (Source) were:
q 80X 80 survey (80 source and 80 receiver positions)
q 800 Her@ 32 Golay q Receiver and source spacingof4meters(13. 1 feet), 1048 fed verlical distance surveyed q Interwell spacing of approximately 1040feet, It is expected that an order of magnitude more ray paths can be obtained in the survey for PDSA LIJas a new generation prototype tool will bc used. It is also expected Ihat the survey will be rccordcd at a greater range of operating frequencies, and at a reduced depth sampling intcrvai than the first survey. Tinisshouiti result in better quality data for processingand interpretation.
Processing of results from onc survey is in progress and is only partially complete. Another survey is planned for the fmt quarter nf 1W)5 .Since Ihe lnm~g~~hy profllc procw~g is pfCSCtlU)'h-". .--. ---------.-complcte, the interwell continuity of the reservoir has been mvestigatcd using a simpler "connectivity mapping" process for the NRU well 207/403 survey data. Connectivity mapping is an cffcctivc imaging technique in mapping the continuity of the interwell formations. The technique is based on the principles of wave guide phenomcn~Wave guides fluid flow analysis, seismic waves will always follow the path of least resistance. This processing rncthod utilize-sspectral analysis of the specific acoustic wave trains (channels) formed in each frequency domain of intcrcsLin order to estimate bcd connectivity on the basis of the quality of wave transmission through it. The advantage of this method is that it rcqtrircs only a small portion of the full tomographic data set for processing.
There arc several data analysis slcps required for processing as shown on the flow diagram ( Fig. 22) and dcscribcd in Ref. 16 . Fig. 23 shows the connect.ivity map of the NRU 403/207 survey based on these spectral characterizations. The connectivity map displays the interwell continuity of the beds from the source well to the rcccivcr WC1l. The lightest areas of the map correspond to intervals with good connectivity. This dots not mean they are continuous, simply that they have the sarnc acoustic propcrtiea throughout the section. This connect.ivitymap is wcll correlated with the existing sonic and gamma ray logs. Interwell hctcrogcncitics can be caaily identified from the map, and arc especially apparent in the lower portion of the Middle Clcarfork, which would be expected from the geologic intcrprclation of the intcrvat. The results also indicate that several formations show good interwell continuity. This is not surprising, since the results of geologic and reservoir performance work indicate this area of the Unit has relatively high re-servou continuity, When the flow unit Iaycring schcmc (Fig. 17 ) is compared to the connectivity map (Fig. 23) , wc note fairly good correspondence bctwccn the two, indicating that connectivity mapping maybe an effective tool for layering the reservoir for flow simulation purposes. It should bc noted that due 10the diagcnctic processes that are common in carbonate reservoirs, the resulting wave guides that form will not always follow dcposilionat boundaries, but may a!so {Aw zlfimuTn"c' in which pos!-dcposiha! porosity has " .1. wl"..~-".. -... been created via diagencsis. Additional proccsing of the prcscnl data set (velocity map, inversion tomography, rcftcction profiling) is currently in progrcas. These rcsutts, as WCI1 as the results from the survey scheduled for PDSA HI, will be discussed in greater detail in a subsequent work.
Operational Considerations Approximatelyhalf the cxpcnditurcs on the initial survey pertained 10prc-and posl-survey WC1l preparation costa. The planning required for the usc of producing WC1lS for tomographic surveys is much more straightforward (and economic) than for injection WCIIS. In watcrfloods such the NRU, where the producing WC1lS arc pumping WCIIS, flowback is generally not a conccm. The preparatory work required for producers typically involves just removing the pump, rods, and tubing. Injection wells generally have to bc "killed" with mud or salt water to achieve static wellbore conditions for the survey. Post-survey restimulation using acid or other chcmicats may be required in order to restore injectivity. This stimulation work on the injector adds signi.tlcantlyto post-survey costs. In the Permian Basin, typically sour (H2S) conditions exist in reservoirs for which tomographic data would be of interest. n--. ...--" 4..-. ",. . . . ,:..9 e !-,m.,. .I.1,-,,,1,-l ,Xlmr k with th~wrvicẽ 
----
company to carefully consider the ability of the tools to withstand sour wellbore conditions. The materials used in the tools must be able to survive norrnat "live" wellbore conditions, in which gas is likely to bc present in wellbore fluids. Rcccivcr arrays arc generally more time consuming to move from WC1l to WCI1 than the source tool. For this reason, consideration should be given to minimixe well-to-well moves of the rcccivcrarray whcncvcr possible in multiple WCI1surveys. In addition, consideration should bc given to the amount of wellbore "ratholc". In order to perform both tomography and reflection profiling work, there needs to bc sufficient rathole so that tool strings can be positioned below the zones of intcrcsl to generate seismic waves upholc, as WC1l as downhole. Scrvicc companies offering tomographic scrviccs are beeoming more aware of the need of operators to minimize pm-and postsurvcy opcrationat costs. Efforts to reduce tool size and minimize the possibility of tool sticking arc also in progress. Service companies have also rccogntid the need to reduce operational downtime of tools. Only if a significant number of surveys are rccordcd with the prototype tools to ensure reliability and generate rcvcnuc for further development will survey costs be reduced to the point where tomographic services can become a part of standard reservoir charactcrimtion and surveillanceoperations.
RESERVOIR PERFORMANCE In order to best define the factors affecting reservoir producing mechanisms, we will analyze all available long-term production and injection data using the following reservoir performance tools: In order to verify the results of the rock-log modeling, the analysis of long-term production data is being performed using a ngQrousmaterial balance decline type curve method. Voli\~laaP -au ..-,, ". . ..v.-. . . .. ----mechanisms. The use of three different type curve plotting functions (rate, rate integral, and rate integral derivative) allows for the arrrdysisand interpretation of lypical "noisy"field production data. In addition, the integral functions provide better type curve matches than could be obtained using existing dceline type curve matching techniques and increase confidence in our interpretations. These analysis techniques have been verifkd by evaluation of a number of simulated and actual field data cases, with outstanding results. Results of these analyses include the following:
. Reservoirpropcrtictx -Skin factor for near well damage or stimulation,s -Formation flow capacity, h% . In-place fluid volumes:
-Originat oil-in-place, N -Movable oil at current conditions, NP,WV -Reservoir drainage area, A Wc focus on using data that operators acquire as part of normal field operations (e.g., production rates from sales tickets and pressures from permanent surface and/or bottomhole gauges). In most cases, these will be the only data available in any significant quantity, especially for older wells and marginally economic welts, where both the quantity and quality of~typekof data are limited. This approach eliminates the loss of production that occurs when welk are shut in for pressure transient testing, and provides analysis and interpretation of well andjieldpe$ormance at [ittle or no cost to the operator. T?ds techniquealso provides an additional method for localing the most productive areas of the reservoir, and identifying any preferential flow paths that may exist. An example analysisonNRUWC1l3510 is provided below. For To obtain the best type curve match, the data was rcinitialixd at a time of 2227 days. After rcinitialization, we obtained a good match on the depletionstems and a unique match on the r~= 800 transient stcm. From the log-log production plot (Fig. 27) , wc note that the transient flow period introduced by the well workover had not ended at a time of 2227 days, and the transient match should bc valid. Using this dimensionless radius and the time and rate match points, we calculate values for in-place oil, drainage area, flow capacity, and skin. , and the pcrrncability to oil was estimated to bc 0.43 md, with a calculated skin factor of -1.93. For dcclinc type curve analysis, the calculated skin factor was -1.1, and using the estimated net pay intcrvat for the WC1l (150 feet), the calculated permeability was 0.085 md. The large discrepancy in the pcrmcabilitics is duc in Iargc part to the fact that the dcdinc curve calculation is based on twenty-five years of production history, while the pressure buildup results reflect reservoir pressure behavior near the WCI1 over a 250 hour period. The flow capacity in the nearwcllborc region may bc good, but duc to the fact that this WC1l is in an area of relatively lower reservoir connectivity compared to t.hcsurrounding WCIIS, the flow capacity calculated from dcclinc type curve anrdysisis fairly poor.~. (Fig. 30 
--P----., factor. The primary recovery factor calculated using the value of ---OOIP from the type curve match is typical for weiis in "&suiit
The results of the dcdine type curve analysis were used to generate rcscxvoirquality maps of in-place oil, primary estimated ultimate rccovcry (EUR), Hr. and estimated drainage area (Figs. 31-34 ). The total original oil-in-place for analyses of all 40-acre primary producing wells was 259.8 MMSTB. Previous estimates of MIIF for tnc 'u-nithave ranged between 200 and 300 MJvRYf%i based primarily on analogy to offsetting properties. The estimated primary EUR for the Unit from material balance decline type curve analysis was 19.5 MMSTB, which is in C1OSC agrccmcnt with the estimate of 20.5 MMSTB made prior to unitization. The average estimated ultimate rccovcry for the primary wells was 142.3 MSTB, with an average primary dcclinc rate of 7.51 pcrccnt. Estimates for tic reservoir flow characteristicsindicated that the producing intervals possessed exfrcmely low effect;v- latcd with short fracture half-length. The results of these analyses also show that the majority of the original primary producing wells drained arm leas than 40 acres (Fig. 34) . The average drainage area for all 40-acre primary wells based on an average net pay thickness of 250 feet was 22.7 acres. This gives an indication of the lack of reservoir continuity, and shows why nominal well spacing was reduced to 20 acres. The analysis of the 20-acre WCII production data will give an indication of how effective the further reduction to 10-acreWCI1 spacing will be. Analysis work on the 20-acre producing WCIISdrilled between 1987 and 1991 is in progress. The analysis will most likely be limited to calculation of oil-in-place and estimation of flow capacity and skin factor. The estimation of secondary EUR will be difficult since most of these wells are not on decline. These maps vcnfy that the highest quality arcaa of the Unit am in the northwest (Section 329), and southeast (Section 5), as was the case for the geological/pctrophysica.lanalysis. In addition, there also appears to be an extremely good area to the southwest (Section 327). Each area has higher than average OOIP, M, drainage area, and primary EUR. Due to the fact that the gco-SPE 29594
L.E. Doublet, P.K. Pande, M.B, Clark, J.W. Nevans, and T.A. Blasingame 9 logic, pctrophysical, and cnginccnng analyses have verified onc another, wc suggest that both the reservoir quality and contmuily arc comparatively bcucr in lhcsc areas and they should be considered for flow modeling and subsequent infill drilling.
-. .I--c..* k-t ii mndl)clinn hw~n commingledfor a ]Wgc Due LoUlclavt tlla. 01.yr"----------portion of the producing life of the WC1lS thal make up the NRU, the entire Clcarfork and Gloricta producing intervals were analyzed as onc unit. Volumclric calculations maybe affected by the existcncc of additional productive layers of the reservoir that were not cffcctivcly complclcd during primary production and not in communication with the wellbore. In addition, average values for formation and fluid properties had to be used in (M~i to perform lhc analyses, and formation ncl pay thickness is almost impossible to dctcrminc accurately in the Clcarfork duc to extremely long imcrvals thal arc prcfcrcntiallycompleted and stimulated. The inability to complctc all results with a high degree of confidence is not related to the analysis or interpretationmethodologies . . . ..:~,4ot=with wc used, but rather, to a lack 01 reservoir artd fhSAU "-. . . . . which to complctc these calculations. While the material balance dcclinc type curve analyses have yielded extremely good results, wc USC this opportunity to again point out the importance of early and complctc data collection.
Reservoir Performance Bubble Maps
An cxtrcmcly simple method for identifying areas of the Unit in which wc want 10concentrate our cfforrs is the use of reservoir performance bubble maps made using a commercially available software package.zl As an example, wc have plotted the cumulative volumes of oil and water production, and water injectionprior to, and after the inception of secondary recovery operations at the NRU (Figs. 35-39 ). These maps can be used as a qualitative indicators of relative reservoir quality because wc can easily idcndfy the most prolific producing arus and relate this to our previous geologic and cnginccring itucrprctations. Fig. 35 shows that the most productive areas of the reservoir during primary depletion were Section 329 in the north, Section 5 in the east, and Section 327 in the southwest. High water production was limited to a fcw wells spaced throughout the field (Fig. 36) . Secondary oil production has been extremely good iong~+e~or~bcmand~~~~h~~~~m~lcrs of tie Unit, Wil.hinsignificant contributions from the central region (Fig. 37) . Cumulative volumes of water injcctcd and produced have beat high in both the northcm and eastern sections of the Unit, with a fcw WC1lS making the greatest contribu~ions (Figs. 38 and 39 ).
Waterflood Performance Analysis
The NRU was dcvclopcd using 40-acre five-spot patterns (1:1 injector/producer ratio) for optimum injectivity and pressure support. Sweep cfticicncy is still low duc to the discontinuousnature of the reservoir and propagation of fractures along preferential paths (cast-west) bclwccn injection WC1lS. We require some additional tools to help dclirrcatethe nature of the probkm. Wc feel that the analysis of waterflood performance using conventional techniques such as Buckley-f-cvcrctt, Stiles, and Dykstra-Parsons will bc difficult duc to the problems associated with obtaining accurate estimates of net pay lhickncss in the ClcarforMGloricta. During lhc next phase of the project, wc will determine if the.scmethods can be cffcctivcly used in the development of a waterflood model for comparison to 3-D simulation results. The formulation of a conventional waterflood model without performing simulation is important because it may not be economically feasible for smaller, indcpcndcnt operators to purchase a commercial simulation package, or obtaiti the tr-anhtg required to usc it correctly. There are many simple graphical waterflood performance evaluation techniques that can be applied in order to identify the prob-1---ik~~.rrm~t~nnd dficj~nq, TIICSC diagnostic plots CMI be IvlIla tlla, -----. """ -... made using long-term production and injection data, which should be available to all operators.
We can use a plot of daily injection rate and total fluid production rate versus cumulative water injcctcd to estimate the current waterflood efficiency. Figure 40 shows that UN? injcction-to-prduction ratio has steadily dccrcased since reservoir fiil-up (at approximately 20 MMBW injected). Since unitization, the ratio of total injcctcd to produced fluids is approximately 1.85:1.0. The current ratio is about 1.35:1.0, indicating that some of the injected .. . . -----.... .. .~,,ml;t water may still be leaving the u-ni~tmt rnaKrecxm WaLGJ~uga.y, remediation, and pattern balancing work have been fairly effective.
Jordan22provided a straightforward graphical technique for eval-.x--...-.--n A mrfnrrnance usin Q cumulative produced~d uaung WmGILIOW p,..-........+--.-..= .-injcctcd fluid volumes. A plot of cumulative total fliid production and cumulative oil production versus cumulative water injected can be used to characterize waterflood efficiency (Fig. 41) . The following "rules"carI be applied to the plot to evaluate waterflood performance q The slope of the tots.tll~as produced 1111= JO~, _,~-., 1:"-:" 0" imd;r=faõ f sweep efficiency q The deviation of the cumulative secondaryoil produced line from the total fluids producedline at early time is indicative of early water breakthrough q The slopq of the cumulative secondaryoil line is an indicator of what the eventuaJsecondary rccovcxywill be under current operating conditions 'I%?low slope (c 45 degrees) of the total fluids curve indicates that the NRU waterflood has a poor sweep efficiency. The deviation of the cumulative oil production line from the cumulative total fluid production line at an extremely low volume of cumulative water injection indicates the Unit bad extremely early water breakthrough. This line also appears to be nearing an asymptotic value for secondary EUR that will be lower than that predicted (20.5 MMSTB) prior to unitiution. While these results indicate early water breakthrough, pobr SWCCP efficiency, and low secondary EUR. it should be noted that they "better-than-average" for west Texas carbonate waterflood. Targeted infill drilling, and the optimization of completion and -.:-..1 .,:,..~._.+,,wQ +nl,ld grea~y enh~~tie current flood
Hallzs provided a straightforward graphical technique for the analysis of long-tenrninjection well performance data. T'heHall cocfficicn~which can be defined as the cumulative total of the product of the average monthly injection pressure and the number of days per month the well is on injection, can be plotted veraus cumulative water injected to produce a diagnosticplot for monitoring the behavior of injection wells. These are presently the primary tool utilized in decisions regarding water injection well workovcrs at the NRU. From a plot borrowed from the work of Thakurz4 (Fig. 42) , we scc that linear trends which fall above the "normal" line (D) indicate pore plugging and a possible water quality problcm. Data plotting below the "normal"line (B and C) indicate water channeling or injection at pressures greater than the formation parting pressure. Fig. 43 shows an example Hall plot of an NRU injection WC1l that bccarnc plugged and was subsequently worked over to remove formation scale and wellbore firl. Wc would expect to see data fall below the "normal" line if injec-6:--..A~~r-in rractur~~ornmunication~however, if the ncar- but is in fracture communication with an offset injector. The WCII'S injection rate has dcclirwd drastically, and the injection pressure has gradually incrcascd over the past year. Wc conclude that if injcclion WCIIS arc in communication with each olhcr, wc might WC1l scc an upward trend on the Hall plot similar to that caused by pore plugging, indicating that it became more difficult to maintain injectivity duc to pressure support from an offset WC1l. In addition, a sudden change in injection pressure or rate would also be indicative of offset pressure support. Wc believe that in order to better identify injection well responses such as those summarizd above, we need to develop type curve techniques similar to those currently used in dcclinc curve and pressure transient analysis. Since onc of the main goals of this study is to identify useful and economical data analysis methods, wc will work towards developing such a method for the analysis of long-term injection data. Continuouslymonitor injection water quality to increase injectionefficiency Combine the results of pressure falloff test analyses with the rcsu!ts of waterflood diagnostic plots and regular step-ratetesting to improve mjcction efficiency OptimizeWC1l conformance by injecting only into zones . . ..I. ..nA. P**C which arc crmdntious ix%vccrtinjeciors~lu~1uud~e,= Implementa continuous program of completion and stimulationoptimization to improve sweep cfticicncy Utilim llcrmal Decay Time (TDT) logs on a periodic basis to monitor the movement of reservoir fluids in the near-wellboreregions of the producing WCIIS
Water Quality Program
Injection waler quality is onc of the critical components in the implcmcntalion of a successful waterflood. Unfortunately, the continuous monitoring of water qualily is still not considered part of many operators rrxcrvoir surveillance plan. This often rcsulta in poor waterflood cftlcicncy and numerous operational problems. -Anaerobes -acrobca -dissolved iron Although the injection waters were found to be compatible, both the produced and fresh waters were found to have substantial plugging and scaling tcndcncics. The water handling facilities were redesigned and programs were implemented to 1) prevertt the formation of solids, and 2) remove all remaining solids from the system. The entire NRU water quality program is outlined in detail in a work by Ncvans, et aLx The Unit's daily injection rate subsequently increased to 26,000 BWVD, and is currently between 20,000 and 22,000 BWI/D. At prcacnt, quartcriy tests are conducted on ititiividuai 'we%, aiid field-wide tests are conducted biannually,
Pressure Transient Analysis
I
At the time of unitization, a wide range of fluid bubble points existed in the reservoir. This differential pressure depletion is indicative of poor pressure continuity and-is supported by the bottomhole pressure data col.lcctcdjust prior to unitization and during reservoir fill-up (Table 5) . A unit-wide pressure transient data acquisition program was initiated in the last quarter of 1994 to provide further data for simulation history matching, to estimate completion and stimulation efficiency, to identify the bmt areas of the reservoir with regard to pressure support, and to identify any -AA" .,--" afGother major producing probhns rela"mdio 'wa'kfluuu~b-y~.ASciency. The majority of the tests are pressure falloffs on injection wells, so as to minirnizc the ioss of oil production. At present, 'wepiaii to run fifty to sixty falloff tests, and tcn to fifteen pressure buildup teats. At this time, nine rcccnt falloff tests and seventeen buildup tests recorded just after unitization (1988) arc available for analysis. We have used both pressure and pressure integral data to perform scmilog analysis, and log-log analysis using radial homogeneous and fraciurcd WC1ltype curves with wellbore storage effects. The results of these analyses were then used to match simulated rcsulta gcncratcd by optimizing on the formation flow characteristics (permeability, skin factor, wellbore sloragc cocfficicnt, and fracture half-length) to the raw pressure and pressure integral data.
Prtx..,m
huildun daia reqrdcd jn @tobcr and November of 1988 -----..----_r _______ was available for scvcntccn producing WC1lS.At that time, the wells had rcccived limited pressure support as the water injection program was only initiated in the last half of 1987. Fifteen of these wells were ncw 20-acre producing wells, and two were original 40-acre producers which were subsequently converted 10 injection. These surveys were recorded by measuring the shut-in surface pressure while simultaneously making a fluid column height measurement using an cchometer (automated weil sounder) device. The overall data quality was not extremely good, however, fifteen of the tests were of sufficient quality to perform complete analyses. Wc see that even though the majority of these WCIIS were newly drilled, complctcd, and stimulated at the time of the surveys, the hydraulic fracture treatments were for the most part unsuccessful. These jobs were designed to produce fracwrc half-lengths of 120 fee~however, tbc calculated average half-length is only 27.5 fceã nd no fracmes rcachcd the designed length. The results indicated that two WCIIS (NRU 1506 and 3510) had no propped fracture length at all, and NRU 1506 appears to"~damagco. From the analysis of NRU 3510 (Fig. 46) , wc scc that as we surmised from the material balance decline type curve analysis, the quality of the reservoir rock in the near-wellbore region is fairly good, however, a relatively low estimated bottomhole shulin pressure indicates that this WC1l is in a region of poor reservoir connectivity as it is more pressure-depleted than the surrounding WC1lS (NRU 3517 and 3523). Most of these pressure buildups were not rccordcd for a sufficient length of time to w any boundary or intcrfcrcnce effects. One of our major goals for future buildup and falloff tests is to record sufficient data to be able to scc these effects, and to better defiic the reservoir's producing mechanisms. In addition, if it is economically feasible, wc will perform pressure buildups using downholc shut-ins in an effort to rcducc wellbore storage effects arrdob~"~ñ!t~r flllalitvdata for interpretation, -.. "".-. q--...
---------Prcssufc Falloff Test AnalvsiT
he pressure falloff data was acquired al surface in an effort 10rc-ducc costs and dcmonswatcthal these tests can be recorded at little or no cost 10 the operator. Results to date have been excellent, and have helped a grcal deal in explaining some of the major problems associated with watcrflooding a low permeability cubonatc rcscmoir. Bottomhole pressure buildup tests will be done to vcnfy the estimates of average reservoir pressure obtained from the injection falloffs. The pressure falloff lest is the most popular tool for monitoring waterflood pressure performance. By using surface pressure data acquisition, wc fed that tests can be performed easily and economically with greater frequency. It has been shown that surface pressure acquisition yickis data of sufiicicnt qurdity for interpretation, cycn when !ow precision pressure gauges [~1 psi) arc utilizcd.z7 Again, in an effort to identify intcrfcrcncchoundary effects on the injection WCI1 falloff tests, wc have made an effort to let the tests run as long as possible. Wc feel that this is especially important in identifying the problems that may affect reservoir sweep efficiency. The cxtrcmcly long falloff times wc have witnessed to date indicate that the wells may be receiving a great deal of pressure support from offset injectors. This may also be duc to the prcscncc of formation scale plugging or wellbore fill which can bc identified from waterflood diagnostic plots. (Fig. 49) . The existence of direct communication through the iractures .bctwceninjcciors wiii hsuctily reduce "he sweep efficiency of the injection operation. Unfortunately, this is a common problcm in west Texas carbonate waterfloods, for which injection pressures must be kept near or above the parting pressure of the reservoir to maintain injectivity. If we are able to optimim future injection well ftactum treatments by prcfcrcntially stimulating only intervals that contribute to pro-
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An Integrated Geologic and EngineeringReservoir Characterizationof the North Robertson (Clcarfork) Uniti SPE 29594 A Case Study, Part 1 duclion in offset producing wells, and arc able to subsequently lower bouomholc injection pressures to avoid cxccssivc fracture propagation, then swccp efficiency can bc increased.
Step-Rate Testing The analysis of slcp-ralc data collcctcd belwecn 1988 and 1993 for eighty-five NRU injection WC1lS indicates that the estimated formation parting pressure has been steadily increasing from year to year duc to reservoir fill-up (Fig. 50) . The results of these tests arc used wimarily to .sctsurface injection pressure timits for individual i;jcction WC1lS, however, 'aflcr reservoir fill-up has occurred their utility is limited since the reservoir pore pressure has tin incrcascd 10the point where it is difficult to accurately estimate the true parting pressure in the reservoir. Bccausc bottomhole injection pressures at the NRU are near or above the parting pressure of the reservoir, step ralc tests should be used Iogcthcr with Hall diagnostic plots and pressure falloff test analyses, not only to dctcrminc the optimum injection pressure for individual WC1lS, but also to identify problems aficcting injcc[ion wcii cfficicmcy. on maintaining conformance between producers and injectorsonly over intcrvats of the reservoir which effectively contribute to oil production. In addition, efforts can be concentrated on maintaining injection over the intervals that can achieve and maintain high injectivity, instead of randomly injecting fluids into intervals with high porosity that may, or may not be effectively conncctcd. Additional completion and stimulation work can bc optimized and costs can be rcduccd. ramctcrs were established to identify the "pay"quatity intcrvrdsin each WCII.These paramclcrs included porosity, water saturation, and bulk water volume. Any inlcrval having a combination of porosity greater than 3.6 pcrccnt and water saturation less than 65 pcrccnt qualified as potential pay rock. These parameters were used with only stight variations throughout the 20-acre infill program. Duc to the fact that these simple pay cutoffs do not identify pay rock on tic basis of reservoir rock quality or continuity, we feel that there may be additional uncontactcd pay rock within the reservoir.
The major concern with regard to WC1l completion work during each phase of Unit dcvclopmcnt was the need for a Iimited-entry type fracture job to ensure that the entire productive section was being treated cquatly. The gross completion interval extends from the top of the Gloricta to the base of the Lower Clcarfork (1200-1500 feet). This interval was complctcd and stimulated in two or three separate stages, depending on the characteristics of individual Wells. 0ptimii40n of the fracture treatment program has been an ongoing process during Unit dcvclopmcnt. RCSUIIS of the fracture Lrcatmcntson the original 40-acre primary producers were poor duc to the fact that the bottomhole treating pressun?could not be maintained at a sufficiently high lCVC1 for fracture propagationduc to burst limitations on the casing.
At the time of unitization, the average fracture job was approximately 1,000 barrels of fluid with 100,000 pounds of sand (l-8 pounddgallon). Since there arc no effective large-scale barriem to fracture propagation, sufficient non-perforated intervals must be maintained 10prevcnl communication bctwccnsuccessivecompletion stages. Over the dcvclopmcnt hislory of the Unit, the number of perforations per stage have been reduced in order to maintain a limited-entry type of fracture. During the 20-acre infill program, the optimum number of perforations pcr stage was determined to be one perforation for each barrel per minute (BPM) injection rate using a 2-D Perkins/Kcm (PKN) fracture moriei. Fraciure jobs have been designed to create fracture half-lengths of 120 fecÃ s wc have seen from the analysis of pressure buildup data on some of the 20-acre producing wells drilled in 1987 and 1988, these optimized stimulation treatments did still not create effective pressure sinks at the wellbore duc to insuflicicnt fracture propagation. Future fracture jobs must be designed to create vertically contained, fairly short, high conductivity fractures. Previous production history has shown that regardless of the degree of reser-._ __4:_. Perforate only the top 5-10 pcrccnt at high density Pump normal fracture job (75,000 to 100,000 lbs of sand)
Monitor pressures and rates carefully to ensure lateral growth and effective proppant distribution Initialc forced closure and flow well for cleanup Add additional perforations in "pay"rock intcmls at normal perforation density By utilizing this technique, the stimulation of large perforated intervals at one time is eliminated. The downward growth of the fracture is Iimitcd and the proppant material is well distributed. Downward fracture propagation is a major concern in the Lower Clearfork at the NRU due to the presence of tie water-filled Clcarfork Lime at the base of the producing interval. This technique has been applied successfully in the Lower Clcarfork by an offset operator. Through the implementation and design of more effective hydraulic fracture treatments such as the "pipeline"fracture, we hope to improve fracturing efficiency at the NRU.
Coiled Tubing Workovers
A woikovcr program ins been cicviscci to work over WIhijcckms that show significant Iosscs in injectivity over any given six month period. Coiled tubing has proven to be a viable method of operation for cleaning out and stimulating injection wells at the NRU. The numerous casing problems encountered when entering wellbores that are now almost forty years old (original 40-acre producing WC1lS) make conventional well workovers extremely risky and costs prohibitive. Leaking packer seats and collapsed casing strings were the major problems encountered. By using coiled tubing, injection packers arc left in place, and the exposure of the casing to corrosive simulation fluids is minimized. The results obtained from coiled tubing treatments have been about equal to those obtained convcntionatly, and stimulation costs have been reduced by approximately onc-th.ird.
Cased-hole Logging
We plan to usc radioactive tracer logs in an effort to monitor the preferential fluid movement in the near-wellbore regions of the SPE29594 L.E. Doublet, P.K. Pande, M.B. Clark, J,W. Nevans, and T.A. Blasingame 13 injection wells. These surveys yield the best quantitative results for injection profiling work, can bc rccordcd fairly inexpensively on a periodic basis, and will bc onc of the main components of our reservoir swvcillancc plan. The tracer surveys will aid in the optimization of our injcclion WC1l conformance work by verifying that the inlcrvais wc utilix as the result of our integrated reservoir description arc, in fac~continuous bctwccn injectors and producers, and by identifying any potential "thie~zones that might still exist in the nxervoir. The use of temperature logs would be preferable since they do not produce Ihe radioactive residue that accompanies the use of tracer surveys, however, they arc not especially effective in mature wat.#Ifitdc w hprc Ihere May noL bc a ljiscerniblc downholc tem-~~~~~;~i %~n-d~c-to the voh.rmcof water injeetcd, and in this caiw, an cxtrcmcly low initial reservoir lcmperalure (110W). The rcsu!M Or this survey would probably only give an cxtremclY qualitative injection profile. The usc of flowmeter surveys was also considcrcd, however, the length of time required for well stabilization does not allow for proper tool calibration and negates the usc of the flowmeter for quantitative analysis, akhough flowing passes could bc made and a qualitative interpretation could bc perforrncd.
&3duc~*
While the cost associated with recording a great iiurnbc~of thermal neutron capture cross-section logs (TDT) may bc cost prohibitive for most operators, the periodic utilizationof TDT logs is amextremely useful too~for monitoring the preferential fluid movement in the near-wellbore regions of producing wells. We will run approximately tcn surveys in order to get updated fluid saturation values for some of the 20-acre producing WC1lS drilled in 1987-1991 for use in the history matching segment of reservoir simulation. Previous reservoir surveillance in Clcarfork watcrfloods has not included the use of TDT logs because they do not work WC1l in the low porosity, low salinity conditions that exist. Advances in tool design over the past five years have produced a tool that works well in both fairly fresh water and low porosity formations. If we achieve posit.ivcresults using this new generation tool, it may become a part of our reservoir surveillance and monitoring program for the NRU. The use.of ordinary gamma ray logs to identify preferential flow paths will also be considered. Depicted intervals and zones through which reservoir waters have passed arc likely to be lined with uranium salLs,which can be easily dctectcd using a natural gamma ray tool. This phenomenon was noted on correlation logs rccordcd prior to the tomographic survey on NRU WC1lS 403 and 207, and may be useful in delineating the reservoir flow units.
Data Acquisition -Infill Drilling During the infill drilling phase of this project, wc hope to acquire as much ncw data as is economically feasible to verify the results of our previous geologic and engineering studies. This inchtdes:
q Production data -Verificationof simulation results q Additional whole core for anatysis -Vcritication of geologic model -Verificationof reek-log model -Special core analysis
q Ncw generation open hole well logs -Usc of l.hcFMI tool to identify intervals with substantial secondary porosity and possible bypassed pay -Usc of the RF'f 1001to record pressure data irreach of the iacnt.ifiedreservoir iaycrs io cicterrnhmif tiiejjare in communication -Use of borehole imaging tools to confirm the preferential fracture direction in the reservoir q Pressure transient data acquisition q Use of all available dam to optimize hydraulic fracture treatments GEOSTATISTICAL SIMULATION Geostatistics will be utilized in this project to develop spatial relationships of reservoir description variable-sof interest at unsampled (interwell) locations across the Unit. Geostatistics was originally dcveloped~for applications in mining engineering, and has been increasingly used in reservoir engineering to characterize reservoir properties.so In this paper, the geostatistical techniques to be used for the NRU project are described. A subsequent paper will describe the results. Wc shouId be able to identify the dcgr~of r~rvoir continuity by weighting input data based on the method of acquisition, quaiiiy, and scale. Reservoir properties and heterogeneities can be effectively defmcd using four scrdelcvelsW31 wireline logs q seismic data q Gigaseopic reservoir serdedata q pressure mnsient tests q geologic model In order to utilize the different types of data and measure reservoir properties on a common scale (such as a reservoir simulator grid block), the affect of the support volume of each data type must be accounted for. In addition, the volume scales of different types of reservoir heterogeneities must also be deseribed in order to model reservoir performance. By utilizing an integrated modeling approach, in which personnel from all disciplines of the geoseienccxs are involved, we will obtain the most complete memoir description possible.
Conditional Simulation Methods
Two conditional simulation methods, simulated annealing and genetic algorithm, will be used in this project. The advantages of using conditional simulation techniquesover conventionalinterpolation are as follows:
Unlike simple interpolation or extrapolation, conditional simulation honors the entire sample data distribution rather than reducing the spread of the data distribution. This is importanl for retaining extreme values (outlicrs) irr the sample data set, which form a very small part of the overall sample, but which may greatly influence the flow performance of the reservoir. An example would be a smatl streak of high permeability, which can have sigrdflcant influence on waterflood pcrformancc, and still constitute a very small part of the entire productive interval in terms of the total sample distribution.
The second advantage of the conditional techniqueis that it honors 14 An Integrated Geologic and Engineering Reservoir Characterizationof the North Robertson (Clearfork) Unit "SPE29594 the spatial relationships developed from the sample data. Many conventional inicrpolalion methods gcncratc smooth distributions which do not salisfy the spalial relationships established using the sample data.
TIN last advantageof the conditional simulation method is its ability to quantify uncertainties in the reservoir description through muhiplc, equiprobablc images of the reservoir. CondhionaJsimulation alIows construction of multiple picmrcs of the reservoir, all observing the same constraint(s).
Simulated Annealing and Genetic Algorithm Methods
The simulated annealingand genetic algorithm methods are attractive since they arc very robust and flexible and allow incorporation of various scales of data in describing the mcrvoir properties. This includes geological, petrophysical, crossborcholc seismic, reservoir performance, and pressure transient data. slow and compulationally intensive, however, they still run faster than conventional reservoir flow simulators with the same number of gridblock. These methods involve the definition of an arbitrary objective function which must bc minimized. The more constraints (data ... . -:---...~--t...,~k;~~i;"-f,,nrtinn the more comtypcs) mm arc mlpuwu U1lL Uu,wu ." .".."..-.., ---------putationally intensive these methods become. As wc intend to incorporate all available data types in order to produce the most complctc reservoir description possible, these methods best satisfy our rcquircmcnts. With a ncw generation of high-spud personal computers coming on to the market, computational demands should not be a problem, and these techniques can be used by all operators. The interwcii distribtttioii UI pLUU_Y~m,, swwv..u-, =-,, --. .rt-mdaw nav and non-pay rock will be generated from intrawell rock type data using the conditional simulation techniques described above. The project geologists will then review these rock type distributions and determine if they honor the geologic model developed for NRU (qualitative check). After realistic rock type distributions have been achicvcd, pctrophysical parameters (porosity and permeability) will bc assigned for each of the pay rock intervals by honoring the poinl data (cores and WC1l logs), incorpora~g tomography data 10 understand the interwell changes m pctrophysical properties, and by honoring reservoir perforrnancc, pressure transicn~and other available cngincxxingdata. The geostatistical analysis will bc extremely useful in identifying the best infill locations within the high quality areas of the reservoir, however, the quality and quantity of data is probably insufficient to assign a relative probability of success to any particular infdl well location. RESERVOIR SIMULATION An important objcctivc of this project is to perform 3-D reservoir simulation for history matching, infill drilling dcvclopmcnt forecasting, and validation. The results of convcntionrddeterministic simulation runs will bc compared to the results of stochastic simulation runs (using gcostatisticrdrealizations)to optimize rewlts. P~. ,-. The types of models which arc being constructed arc pariiai-urdi models. The areas for these partial-unit models have been selected based primarily on an understanding of the reservoir performance factors discussed below. In addition, the l~ations of the parlial-unit models have been vcnficd by cons]dcrmg the geologic model and the results of the dcclinc type curve analysis. A full-unit model wiIl not be constructed duc to the large number of WC1lS in the Unit (259 WC1lS), and the ned to focus on detailed flow simulation in areas with the best potential for irttill drillig. By using partial-unit models, we will be able to reduce both the number and six of grid blocks to optimize results. A full-unit simulation would result in a cumbersome model with a large nurnbcr of grid blocks primarily duc to the large vertical section in the Gloricta/Clcarfork and the large number of layers required to reptesent this vertical hebxogcneity (approximately 15-20 layers).
Reservoir Performance Criteria
Reservoir performance factors have been considered to delineate the areas which possess good potential for itilll drilling from those with little or no potential for infill drilling. These performance attributes for selectingsimulationareas at NW am q Areas of high productivity -High prima~and secondary rccovcry.
-presence of pay rock types (rock types 1 and 2).
-Good iXXO@ant!Permeabilitycharactistics q Areas of poor reservoir continuity . Good primary recovery but poor secondary recovery.
-Poor waterflood pattcm balance of water injected to fluids produced ' -Current production with high oil cut and relatively low secondary production -Primary decline much higher than normal primary and secondarydecline (idicative of compartmentalization) High ratio of secondary estimatedultimate recovery (EUR) to primary EUR.
Uniform increase in pressure in surrounding areas indicating good reservoir continuity.
Selection of Modeling Areas
A selection or scoring criteria was devised to identify the desirable locations for infill drilling basedon the following readily available reservoir performanceparameters Q cmm&&. ..&-.", m.t-vi,,.,inq{CPP)
VGyluwzl, p-u-u". ,-. . , q Curmdativcprimary to secondary recovery ratio (PSR)
q Water/oilratio (WOR) For which the cumulative replacement ratio (CRR) is defined as ratio between the cumulative volume of water injected and the cu-. .. miuauve volume WI umd pIUUUWu~lww.
.,-.
-c .-.~-...,4,.,..4 O.,; A.
rnr+,rtin. and inia~on gjata WSS dloeatcd to 5-spot waterflood~f i;~~~.&.;c-~~oir performance parameters were calculated for each CC1l. Average Unit values for each of the scoring criteria were calculated, and each cell was assigned onc scoring point for having a higher than average CPP, PSR, or CRR, and a lower than averageWOR. The results of the selection process are shown in Fig. 51 . The areas which are shaded lighter (higher score on O-4scaiej mprcsent the desirable areas for infill drilling. 'llIcdarker regions rcprc.umt areas which may bc undesirable for infill drilling. Theac desirable areas coincide with those idcntiiied by reservoir p~~f~fintii~m aps generated from decline type curve analysis on the 40-acre . In addition, these desirblcinfill drilling areas arc consistent with other reservoir performancecharactctistics dcscribcd above, such as the consideration of primary and secondary dcclinc rates to identify areas of poor rvoir connectivity. Four areas in the Unil have been selected for detailed reservoir simulation (t%g.51). Areas 1,2, and 3 have good apparent infill drilling potential. Area 4 has poor apparent infill potential but will be simulated for validation purposes. The total number of wells in each modeling areas ranges between 18 and 32 wells. !fljec:ors~~rv~~boundary WC1lS for all the simulation areas. This contlguration was chosen since it is more practical to allocate injection than production in the boundary WC1lS. Also for allocatkm pu~oscs, the injection rate data are more reliable than the producuon data since water injection commcnccd more rcccntiy than production. Reservoir surveillance activities, consisting primarily of pressure transient tests rccordcd to monitor reservoir pressure and formation flow characteristics, and TDT logs run 10 monitor water movement in the reservoir, will be focused on the modeling areas to obtain additional information for history matching and development forecasting.
Simulation Initialization
Initialization of each simulation model requires phase behavior (PVT) data and rock-fluid interaction parameters. Each of the data types required for initiatiixuionarc discussedbelow:
The analysis of available fluid data has conclusively established that the fluid properties of the Upper and Lower Clearfork reservoir fl.uk-isare different and need to bc treated with two separate PVT regions during simulation to properly represent the phase behavior interactions in the reservoir. Some of the differences between Upper and Lower Clearfork reservoir fluid arc illustrated in Table 6 . The data on the table are based on black oil PVT laboratory studies conducted on fluid samples obtained from NRU 3522 and 3013 during 1991. The feasibility of using the original PVT data from bottomhole samples acquired on offset leases in 1947 (Lower Clcarfork) and 1958 (Upper Clcarfork) was considered. The utilization this data (Table 7) was considered by using a phase behavior simulator to match the original and rcccntty acquired (1991) PVT data. The validation results indicate that the "original" data may be used 10 rcprcscnt PVT properties since the data were found to be consistent with laboratory fluid tests conducted on the surface recombined samples collcctcd in 1991. The accurate representation of the initial fluid data, along with the irnegratcd reservoir characterization wc have undertaken, witl allow the physical proccsscs occumirrgin lhc reservoir to be accurately modeled. By using the original data, the simulator will automatically adjust original properties to fluid properties at any subsequent time in the history match or forecast. The fluid properties for the wide range of depletion and repressurization paths can be properly rcprc.scnlcd.
Rock-Fluid Inlcraction Data for Initiali-zation
Existing special core data which will bc used for the simulation ._. ,
. 
Crkeria
Allocaicd production data (oil, water, gas) have been determined to be reliable and will bc the primary history match criteria. Prrxsure data arc available for the primiuy depletion phase of the history match . The initial reservoir pressure is known, and pressures prior to water injection and during reservoir fill-up arc available for 45 wells throughout the Unit (Table 5 ). Additional pressure data will be available from pressure falloff and buildup tests that are currently being recorded.
In the initial simulation and history match it will be assumed that there is no flux across the areas to be is difficult to obtain a history match and it is determined that the flow boundary assumption has an important mechanistic role in the r+icnlam?ment nmccss.
This project is very much a work in progress. The results of current and future analyses, specifically, geostatisticaland 3-D reservoir simulation, will be summarized in great detail in a subsequent work (Part 2) during the field demonstration(inffl drilling) phase.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS As a result of this study we hope to identify useful and cost effective measures for the exploitation of the shrdlow shelf carbonate reservoirs of the Permian Basin. The techniques that are outlined in this work for the formulation of an integrated reservoir description apply to all oil and gas reservoirs, but are specitlcrdlytailored for usc in the heterogeneous, low permeability carbonate reservoirs of west Texas.
1. A detailed reservoir characterizationcan be performed with a -minimum of core data, as long as a competent geologic model has been constnrctcd, and there is sufficient wireline log, pressure transient, and historical production data available for 2.
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'malysis. Aside from the cross-borehole seismic and geostat.isticalsimulation work, all of the data acquisition and analysis techniques used for this integrated reservoir description are readily and economicallyavailableto all operators. The matcriat balance decline type curve techniques summarized in this work give exccllcnt estimates of reservoir volumes (total and movable), and reasonableestimates of formation flow characteristics. Using this method to analyze and interpret long-term production data is relatively straightforward and can provide the same information as conventional pressure transient analysis, witiout the associatedcost of data acquisition, or loss of production. In order to better identify injection WC1l responses and improve the analysis of long-term injection data, we need to develop type curve techniques similar to those currentJy used in dcclinc curve and pressure transient analysis.
At the NRU, we sce the same problems that arc associated with the majority of hctcrogcncous, IOWpermeability c~-bonatc reservoirs--a lack of reservoir continuity, low waterflood sweep efficiency, early water breakthrough, and water channeling. Surface pressure acquisition during pressure falloff tests yields data of sufficient quality for interpretation even when low precision pressure gauges arc utilized. This is a cheap ..,i .rfxt ;wnwatmflond '-----~---------'-" n 
